1. Ensure refrigerator is empty of all loose items and unplugged from power source.

2. Store power cord next to motor to prevent damage. Check for water in drain pan and remove any water with a cloth or sponge if necessary.

3. Lay the refrigerator on its back. WARNING: Your refrigerator is heavy – you may need assistance.

4. Remove the hinge cover with a soft plastic lever.

5. Remove the LH cap with a soft plastic lever.

6. Unscrew 3 x 8mm top hinge screws and remove RH top hinge. Do not discard screws.

7. Remove top door by opening 45° and gently slide off hinge. Set door aside to prevent damage.

8. Unscrew 2 centre hinge screws. Remove the cover hole mullion with plastic lever.

9. Remove RH centre hinge by lifting the door slightly and sliding hinge out of the door.

10. Remove bottom door by opening 45° and gently slide off hinge. Set door aside to prevent damage.

11. Remove the cover door from top door and assemble it on the other side. Remove the RH door auto closer and replace with LH door auto closer (kit content) on the other side. Repeat the same step with bottom door.

NOTE: Keep kit parts separate from other parts as you disassemble them to avoid mix-ups. This installation manual is applicable to both top freezer and bottom freezer models.
Follow Step 12 – 16 for model WTB2300 and WTB2500 where fitted with kick plate. For other models without kick plate please skip to Step 17 and onwards.

12. Unscrew the four screws indicated below to remove the side kickplates.

13. Unscrew the bottom hinge screw shown, pull the hinge away from cabinet then up to remove.

14. Place the bottom hinge LH (kit content) onto the cabinet, placing it down then towards cabinet to install. Replace the screw.

15. Remove the spacer from the kickplate and clip to the other side.

16. Assemble the kickplate to the refrigerator using the four screws.

Skip Steps 17 to 20 and follow from Step 21 & onwards.

17. Unscrew the hinge foot using phillips head screwdriver and unscrew foot on opposite side. Do not discard.

18. Unscrew the bottom hinge screw shown, pull the hinge away from cabinet then up to remove.

19. Place the bottom hinge LH (kit content) onto the cabinet, placing it down then towards cabinet to install. Replace the screw.

20. Replace the hinge foot onto the LH bottom hinge and tighten with screw.

21. Replace the bottom door by holding at 45º and gently slide onto the bottom hinge and close the door.

22. Replace LH centre hinge (kit content) by lifting the door slightly and sliding hinge into the door and placing the door down again.

23. Insert 2 x 8 mm screws from existing centre hinge into the LH centre hinge, tighten the screw until the bracket is secured. Assemble 2 phillips head screws and covers (kit content) on the other side as shown below.

24. Replace the top door by holding at 45º and gently slide onto the centre hinge and close the door.

25. Slide the LH top hinge (kit content) into the door, loosely screw the 3 x 8mm screws from the existing top hinge in the cabinet.

26. Ensure that the edges of the doors are parallel with the sides of the cabinet.

27. Ensure that the bottom door and the top door have a parallel gap.

28. Fully tighten the LH top hinge to the cabinet until the hinge is secure.

29. Clip the LH hinge cover (kit content) over LH top hinge.

30. Insert the RH top hinge hole cap (Kit content) in the cabinet as shown.

31. Stand the refrigerator upright.

⚠️ WARNING
Your refrigerator is heavy – you may need assistance.

32. Level the cabinet by adjusting the foot.

33. For further information on these appliances, or to obtain detailed dimension and installation information, call into your Retailer, phone or email our Customer Care team or visit our website:
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** It is recommended to apply a small amount of silicone grease (Molykote EM-50L or equivalent – not provided with kit) on all pivoting pin of left hand hinges for lubrication.